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The wavelength-dependent isotopic fractionation of N2O is calculated, extending our previous work, Parts 1
and 2, in several aspects: (1) the fully three-dimensional ab initio electronic potential and transition dipole
moment surfaces of S. Nanbu and M. S. Johnson (J. Chem. Phys. A 2004, 108, 8905) are used to calculate
the absorption cross sections, instead of a 2D surface and (2) the vibrational frequencies and wave functions
with anharmonicity correction are used for the ground electronic state. The results for the absorption spectrum
and for the isotopic fractionation of the different isotopomers are discussed. One difference between experiments
measuring the absorption coefficient (von Hessberg et al. Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2004, 4, 1237) and the others
that measure instead the photodissociation is also discussed. Experiments on the quantum yield for wavelengths
longer than 200 nm (>50 000 cm-1) would be helpful in treating the observed difference.
Introduction
N2O is the dominant anthropogenic ozone-depleting substance
being emitted in the 21st century.1 It is also a key greenhouse
gas and has a long lifetime in the troposphere.2 When it reaches
the stratosphere, where it is no longer shielded by ozone, it
dissociates photochemically and attacks the ozone layer.1,2
Isotopic studies provide a way of distinguishing anthropogenic
sources of N2O from the natural sources.2,3
Isotopic fractionation in the photolysis of N2O in Earth’s
atmosphere is dominated mainly by the low energy side of the
peak of the absorption cross section (ca. 47 500-50 000 cm-1).
This photolysis process has been extensively studied,4 and
various authors, including von Hessberg et al.5 and McLinden
et al.,6 have discussed atmospheric implications, which are also
summarized in Parts 17 and 2.8 In our earlier theoretical
studies,7,8 the results of the vibrational analysis were used to
calculate the vibrational frequencies and wave functions in the
ground state. Using the multidimensional reflection principle,4,9
the absorption spectrum and the isotopic fractionation were
calculated as a function of wavelength. In Part 1,7 there were
comparisons with other theories, in particular, the time-
dependent (wave packet) studies by Johnson et al.,10 and Nanbu
and Johnson11 and the prediction from the zero-point vibrational
energy by Yung and Miller.12
The calculated absorption cross section by Chen et al.8 gave
reasonable agreement with experiments in the important region,
the low energy side of the peak;8 however, there was still some
discrepancy with experiment in this lower energy region
(<48 000 cm-1). In the present paper, the method of Part 2 is
extended in two respects: (1) using the 3-dimensional ab initio
electronic potential and transition dipole moment surfaces
calculated by Nanbu and Johnson11 and (2) including the
anharmonicity of the ground electronic state that is obtained
from the experimental rovibrational spectra.13 The present
treatment improves the calculated absorption cross section in
the low-energy region and improves somewhat the wavenumber
dependence of the photolysis fractionation.
Theory.
Absorption Cross Section. The theoretical procedure used
to obtain absorption cross sections for the N2O isotopomers is
similar to that we described previously,8 but with the additions
described below. UV photolysis of N2O in the spectral region
of interest is essentially a direct dissociation, since the absorption
spectrum is a broad envelope with only a weak structure
superimposed. As before, the time-dependent expression for the
absorption cross section can be rewritten in a time-independent
form using the Franck-Condon principle4,9 (known as the
reflection principle when the upper electronic state is repulsive).
The absorption cross section, σ, to an upper electronic state, f,
is given by
where R and Q denote internal and normal coordinates,
respectively.8 The relation between these coordinates is that R
) LQ, where L is a matrix composed of eigenvectors of the
GF matrix.14 The G and F matrices of N2O are given in the
Appendix. It is useful to note that the normal coordinates Q
and the vibrational wave function, Ψn, in eq 1 are slightly
different among isotopomers and that both differences contribute
to the vibrational effect15 in the absorption cross section of
isotopomers.
In eq 1, the difference in slopes ∆S(ω) of the potential energy
difference at ω is given by
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In eq 1, µfi(R) is the vector of the transition dipole moment
function for a transition between the ground and the excited
electronic states, i and f, respectively; Vi(Q) and Vf(Q) denote
their potential energy surfaces; and qN is any coordinate for
which Vf(Q) - Vi(Q) is a monotonic function of qN and avoids
any singularity in eq 1. We have chosen qN to be the mass-
weighted cosine of the bending angle.16 As seen in Figure 1,
this variable fulfills the essential criterion for the choice of qN,
namely that the Vf - Vi be a montonic function of qN. The result
of integrating qN is independent of the choice of coordinate.
The specific qN value in eq 2 is obtained by solving the equation
for qN that the absorbed photon energy pω equals the vertical
potential energy difference of the two electronic states:
In eq 1, both the coordinate and momentum aspects of the
classical Franck-Condon principle are used. It was also used
in Part 2,8 but differs from that used in Part 1, which set pω )
Vf - Eg0/2,7 where Eg0 is the zero-point energy of the ground
electronic state. Both alternatives are approximate. Equation 1
has the merit of being the unperturbed term in a systematic
semiclassical perturbation expansion of the electronic transition
probabilityextendingtheapplicationoftheclassicalFranck-Condon
principle.17 Equation 1 also happens to give a better agreement
with the red side of the experimental absorption cross section
than an alternative form of the Franck-Condon principle used
in Part 1.7
The n in eq 1 refers to the totality of quantum numbers of
the several vibrational coordinates. The best currently available
3-dimensional ab initio potential energy surfaces (Vi(R) and
Vf(R)), and the transition dipole moment (µfi(R)) surface appear
to be those of Nanbu and Johnson.11 (The grids and the values
of these potential energy and transition moment surfaces used
in the present calculation were corrected for some accidental
errors and are given in the Supporting Information.) These
surfaces are given in terms of mass-dependent Jacobi coordi-
nates, which are varied in all degrees of freedom, instead of
the surfaces with fixed NN distance used in our previous
treatments.8,18
In the present calculation of the absorption cross section, the
effect of vibrational anharmonicity in the ground electronic state
i is included using a variational method for the vibrational wave
functions, Ψn(Q), instead of the harmonic vibrational wave
functions used previously.8 Although anharmonicity has little
effect on the total absorption cross section near the peak region,
it does affect the absorption cross section in the low energy
region and so has some effect on the wavelength-dependence
of the isotopic fractionation there.
The total absorption cross section, σtotal(ω, T), for any
absorption frequency, ω, is temperature-dependent due to the
thermal effect on the population on the initial vibrational states.
It is given in terms of the individual σfn(ω) for the initial
vibrational states n at temperature T to an upper electronic state
f,
where Qvib(T) is the partition function of the vibrations in the
ground electronic state, and En and E0 are the vibrational energy
of the vibrational state n and zero-point energy, respectively.
An anharmonic effect on En is also included using the variational
method. Therefore, in addition to eq 1, the exponential weighting
divided by the partition function in eq 4 also contributes a
vibrational effect in the total absorption cross section among
isotopomers. The vibrational states, n, with energy less than
1500 cm-1 above the zero-point energy are included. They
involve the ground state, the first vibrationally excited state of
NO stretching, and the first and second excited states of the
N2O bending. Since N2O is linear in the electronic ground state,
its bending vibration is doubly degenerate, as discussed in Part
1.7 In the present calculation for the total absorption cross section
of N2O, only excitation from the ground electronic state to the
first excited state, 2A′ (1∆) is considered, since the second
excited state, 1A′′ (1Σ-), has little effect on the absorption cross
section and fractionation, as discussed in Part 2.8
Variational Method. In the variational method used to obtain
the vibrational wave functions, Ψn(Q), in eq 1 with the
anharmonicity correction, the trial functions are a linear
combination of the harmonic wave functions
whereΦm(0)(Q) are the normalized harmonic wave functions of three
modes and are given in the Appendix. The cn,m coefficients are
obtained from the eigenvectors of the secular determinant. Since
an orthonormal basis set is used, the secular determinant is
∆S(ω) ) (∂[Vi(Q) - Vf(Q)]/∂qN)qN (2)
pω ) Vf(q1, · · · , qN-1, qN) - Vi(q1, · · · , qN-1, qN)
for any (q1, · · · , qN-1) (3)
σtotal(ω, T) ) ∑
n
σfn(ω) exp(-(En - E0)kBT )/Qvib(T)
(4)
Figure 1. The energy difference, ∆E between the ground and excited
electronic states as a monotonic function of cos(∠NNO). A mass-
weighted cos(∠NNO) is the qN used in eq 2. For the present plot only,
the bond length of the NN and NO bonds was fixed in the equilibrium
distances of the N2O molecule in the ground electronic state.
Ψn(Q) ) ∑
m
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where Hi,j ) 〈Φi(0)|H|Φj(0)〉. The Hamiltonian H includes the
harmonic vibrational operator and potential terms higher than the
quadratic, which are obtained by Teffo and Che´din13 by fitting to
rovibrational experimental data. The jth eigenvalue for eq 6
corresponds to the vibrational energy Ej of the Ψj state.
The largest first anharmonic terms of two stretching modes
are larger than those involving the bending mode by a factor of
∼4,13 and the frequency of the bending mode is much smaller
than that of the two stretching modes. Therefore, in the
variational treatment, the bending mode energies converge faster
than the two stretching ones. To have similar accuracy for all
modes and to complete the calculations in a reasonable
computational time, the basis set in the variational method
included six harmonic wave functions for each stretching
vibration, and four nondegenerate ones for the bending vibration
(i.e., 6 × 6 × 4 ) 144 harmonic wave functions in the
orthonormal basis set).
Calculated Isotopic Fractionation. The expression for the
photodissociation rate at energy pω shows a dependence on
three factors: the total absorption cross section σtotal(ω) in eq 4,
the photon flux, and the quantum yield of the photodissociation.
The isotopic fractionation ε(ω) of one isotopomer relative to
another due to a direct photodissociation reaction can be defined
in terms of the ratio of photodissociation rates,
where σ′total(ω) is the total absorption cross section of an
isotopomer.
When the upper state is repulsive without any readily
accessible curve crossing, the quantum yield equals unity for
all the isotopomers, and then the isotopic fractionation ε(ω) for
the reaction products can also be expressed in terms of this ratio
of total absorption cross sections.
One can also define a quantity,
where a deviation from zero is a measure of an “anomalous”
isotope effect. It is often also called a “mass-independent”
isotope effect, although the latter term is less ambiguously used
when it refers to the case of a slope of unity for a three-isotope
plot of the oxygen isotopes. In N2O, the experimental mass-
dependent slope is 0.515.3
Results
Absorption Cross Section. The energy difference between
the ground and first-excited vibrational states of each of the
modes obtained by the variational method is given in Table 1.
Using these vibrational energies, the calculated absorption cross
section with the variational energy of the most abundant
isotopomer, 446, is shown in Figure 2. The improvement in
absorption cross section due to the variational method and the
3-dimensional ab initio surfaces is best seen in Figure 2b for
the red side of the absorption band. The blue side is of less
interest in atmospheric isotopic fractionation5,19–23 and may have
additional contributions from higher electronic states.
Isotopic Fractionation. Using eq 7 with the absorption cross
section of various isotopomers, the wavelength-dependent
fractionation of isotopomers 546, 556, and 456 were calculated
relative to the most abundant isotopomer 446 for 283 and 233
K, the temperatures for which experimental data are available.5
The results are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The isotopic
fractionation at these two temperatures is helpful in the three-
dimensional chemistry-transport model in studying the strato-
spheric enrichment of the isotopically heavy N2O.5 The calcu-
lated fractionation for 447 and 448 relative to 446 at 283 K is
given in Figure 6.
Discussion
Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Absorption
Cross Sections. Using the experimental force constants listed
in the Appendix with no adjustable parameters, the vibrational
energy differences (“vibrational frequencies”) obtained by the
variational method for the anharmonicity is in reasonable
agreement with experiment: The difference of the two with no
adjustable parameter is <1.5 cm-1 in all modes, as seen in Table
1. The values are used in eq 4 in obtaining the total absorption
cross section at various temperatures.
To facilitate this comparison with the experimental spectrum
for the long wavelength region (180-220 nm) where the isotopic
fractionation is of most interest, the calculated peak was rescaled
in amplitude by a factor of 1.59 to match the maximum
absorption (∼1.4 × 10-19 cm2) in experiments5,24 and was red-
shifted by 800 cm-1 to match the maximum absorption at ∼5.5
× 104 cm-1 and the majority of the rising part (∼5.0-5.5 ×
104 cm-1) in experiments.5,24 No further adjustments were then
used to calculate the isotopic fractionation of the different
isotopomers.
As mentioned in Part 2,8 the need for the shift arises from a
small error in the absolute energy difference between the energy
of ground and excited electronic states, an error common in ab
initio calculations. Only the absorption data of 14N2O, not the
isotopic fractionation, is used in this shift. A rescaling in height
is also not unexpected, since the ab initio calculation of the
absolute transition dipole moment µfi has some error.25,26
However, we note that the rescaling of the amplitude factor at
the absorption maximum has no effect on the isotopic fraction-
ation, since the factor cancels in eq 7. The fact that this
amplitude scaling is close to unity is a tribute to the electronic
structure calculations of Nanbu and Johnson.11 The total
TABLE 1: The Calculated and Experimental Energy Difference between the Ground and First-Excited Vibrational States in
Each Normal Mode of Various Isotopomersa
isotopomer νj1 νj1exptl 32 νj2 νj2exptl 33,34 νj3 νj3exptl 35
446 2222.327 2223.757 1284.932 1284.903 588.356 588.768
447 2218.686 2220.074 1264.698 1264.704 585.962 586.362
448 2215.366 2216.711 1246.833 1246.885 583.836 584.225
456 2176.213 2177.657 1280.409 1280.354 575.027 575.434
546 2200.233 2201.605 1269.923 1269.892 584.915 585.312
556 2153.335 2154.726 1265.381 1265.334 571.501 571.894
a Due to anharmonicity, the harmonic normal mode frequencies may be slightly larger than the values provided here. The unit is in cm-1.
ε(ω) ) [σtotal′ (ω)σtotal(ω) - 1] × 1000‰ (7)
17∆ε ) ε
447 - 0.515 × ε448 (8)
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absorption cross sections for other isotopomers are calculated
similarly using the same shift in the peak position as that for
446, since the energy difference between potential energy
surfaces is independent of isotopic substitution. This red shifting
of the absorption maximum also has a minor effect on the
calculated isotopic fractionation.
Although the current calculation of the absorption cross
section shows a good agreement with experiments on the red
side, it is somewhat too low on the blue side, as seen in Figure
2. The discrepancy may be due to the assumption of the
Franck-Condon principle, and a calculation with higher-order
terms for the approximate calculation of the absorption cross
section than that in eq 1 will be helpful in resolving this issue.
In the meanwhile we note that the isotopic fractionation of
atmospheric interest in the photolysis of N2O is dominated by
the red side of the absorption peak.
Comparison of Calculated Absorption Cross Sections. In
the variational calculation of vibrational wave functions in the
ground electronic state, the convergence of the basis set in the
variational method was also tested by using a larger basis set
to calculate the vibrational wave functions in the most abundant
isotopomer, 446. The new basis set included eight harmonic
wave functions for each stretching vibration and six nondegen-
erate ones for the bending vibration. There are thus 8 × 8 × 6,
or 384, orthonormal wave functions in the basis set. There is
negligible difference (<0.3%) in the absorption cross section
between the larger and smaller basis sets (both rescaled by 1.59
and red-shifted by 800 cm-1). Accordingly, the smaller basis
set is also expected to be adequate for the isotopic fractionation,
and was used in the remaining calculations.
The absorption cross section obtained using the ab initio
3-dimensional surfaces with harmonic wave functions is also
Figure 2. Absorption cross section of 14N14N16O. (a) The calculated results are rescaled and shifted to overlap with experimental data at the longer
wavelength region. (b) An enlargement of panel a in the lower wavelength region.
Figure 3. Fractionation of 546 calculated at 233 and 283 K and experimental points.
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shown in Figure 2, in addition to the present result with the
anharmonic potentials. Its rescaled and red-shifted parameters
are 1.56 and 900 cm-1, respectively. The slightly difference in
the rescaled and red-shifted parameters between harmonic and
anharmonic ones is due to the slight changes in the wave
functions in the variational treatment. In addition to errors in
ab initio surfaces, vibrational wave functions also have a minor
effect on the red-shifted parameter. Compared with the absorp-
tion cross section obtained by the anharmonic variational wave
functions, the harmonic ones give comparable results near the
peak region, as expected, but in the low-energy region, the
absorption cross section with the harmonic treatment is larger
than that with the anharmonic one and not in as good agreement
with the experimental results,5,24 as seen in Figure 2b.
In Part 2,8 the absorption cross section was obtained using
harmonic wave functions and more approximate 3-dimensional
potential surfaces: It was assumed that the NN distance
contributes only the harmonic terms on the potential energy
surfaces and has no effect on the transition dipole moment
function. We note that even with 3-dimensional ab initio
surfaces, the current eq 1 does not attempt to give an absorption
cross section with state-resolved products. It does not treat the
dynamics beyond the initial stage of the dissociation. For
example, because the initial electronic state of N2O is linear
and the excited state is bent, N2 is produced in a highly excited
rotational state, whereas the N2 vibration is largely produced in
its ground vibrational state.27
Nanbu and Johnson used a wave packet propagation on the
three-dimensional potential energy surface to calculate the UV
absorption cross sections of N2O.11 It is a quantum treatment
and, in principle, a more accurate method than that used here.
However, compared with the experimental data, the calculated
absorption cross section was too narrow, as shown in Figure 2,
perhaps due to cumulative numerical errors. In any case, the
large deviation in the absorption cross section in the lower
energy region precludes the wave packet-calculated isotopic
Figure 4. Fractionation of 556 calculated at 233 and 283 K and experimental points.
Figure 5. Fractionation of 456 calculated at 233 and 283 K and experimental points.
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fractionation from agreeing well with experiment.11 Improved
wave packet calculations will clarify the accuracy of the
presently used Franck-Condon principle.
Experimental Isotopic Fractionation. Two methods of
measuring an experimental wavelength-dependent isotopic
fractionation have been employed in the literature. One method
is the direct measurement of the residual N2O after photolysis
at various wavelengths, as in Zhang et al.,19 Turatti et al.,20
Ro¨ckmann et al.,21,22 and Kaiser et al.23 In the other method,
the relative absorption cross section for the isotopomers at
various wavelengths is measured, as in von Hessberg et al.5
Agreement between the two methods involves the assumption
that the quantum yield is unity. Near the maximum of the
absorption cross section the experimental quantum yield is,
indeed, almost unity.28 However, in the longer wavelength
region, where isotopic fractionation is of particular interest, the
quantum yield may be slightly different between isotopomers
if other processes compete because of the smaller internal energy
available for direct dissociation and perhaps reflecting a role
for any crossing of the potential energy surfaces. The competing
processes may result from (1) collision between a potentially
long-lived excited N2O and the bath gases, (2) fluorescence from
such an excited state to ground state, and (3) interstate crossing
(avoided crossing) of the electronic excited states. Any of these
possibilities may explain why the isotopic fractionation in the
absorption spectra of 456 and 546 obtained in the experiments
of von Hessberg et al.5 is lower than the experimental
fractionation measured by the reaction yields19–21,23 at the longer
wavelengths, as seen in Figure 3 and 5.
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Isotopic
Fractionation. The wavelength-dependent fractionation of
isotopomers 546, 556, and 456 calculated relative to the most
abundant isotopomer 446 is shown in Figures 3-5. Our
calculated results are most directly comparable with the result
obtained by von Hessberg et al.5 in the longer wavelength region,
since both fractionations are estimated from the ratio of the
absorption cross sections and are, therefore, independent of any
assumption about the quantum yield.
Compared with the calculated fractionation in Part 2,8 the current
fractionation at energies lower than 50 000 cm-1 shows a significant
improvement for 546 (Figure 3) and marginal improvement for
556 (Figure 4), but slightly worse for 456 (Figure 5). The calculated
fractionation for 447 and 448 relative to 446 at 283 K is given in
Figure 6. At wavenumbers larger than 50 000 cm-1, both calculated
results agree with experiment. No absorption spectral data appear
to be available for 447 and 448 in the longer wavelength region.
It would be interesting to measure that wavelength-dependent
fractionation of oxygen isotopomers using the method of von
Hessberg et al.5 as well as to determine experimentally the quantum
yields of photodissociation at wavelengths longer than 200 nm
(50 000 cm-1), as noted earlier.
The current results, in which the more approximate treatment
of the NN-stretching coordinate in Part 28 is avoided, are more
accurate and in better overall agreement with experiment.
Compared with the harmonic treatment, the variational treatment
with the anharmonic potential gave marginal improvement at
the lower temperature, 233 K. The experimental fractionation
of all isotopomers has a larger temperature dependence than
the calculations, as seen in Figures 3-5. One possibility is the
different couplings between the excited electronic and rotational
states, which is not included in the current treatment. Further
theoretical and experimental studies may be helpful in under-
standing this behavior. The sensitivity of the calculated frac-
tionation to changes in the wavelength is 556 > 456 > 448 J
546 J 447, which is similar to the results from experiments.5,19–23
Three-Isotopic Fractionation Plot. The three-isotope plot
of the fractionations ε447 vs ε448 is shown in Figure 7a, where
the calculated results give a good agreement with the sparse
experimental data obtained by Ro¨ckmann et al.22 The slope of
our results on the three-isotope plot is 0.537, which is slightly
larger than the mass-dependent coefficient (0.515) obtained by
analyzing a range of commercial N2O gases.3 In Figure 8, a
plot of the multi-isotope correlations of the fractionation 448
vs the average fractionations of 546 and 456 is shown. The
calculated and experimental results agree; however, the experi-
ments give a slightly larger slope in the correlations in the large
fractionation region.
The departure from the mass-dependent fractionation of the
O in N2O is given by 17∆,
Figure 6. Fractionation of 447 (a) and 448 (b) calculated at 283 K and experimental points.
17∆ ) δ447 - 0.515 × δ448 (9)
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where the δ’s are the enrichments of the specified isotopomer,
defined as
where the prime indicates the isotope. The i and f subscripts
indicate the measured ratios of the initial and the remaining
N2O, respectively. Since the N2O photolysis is a single-step
reaction with a nearly unit quantum yield, it is straightforward
to obtain the approximate relation between the fractionation 
and the enrichment δ as29
where f is the fraction of N2O remaining after photolysis. δ
and δ0 are the residual and initial enrichments, respectively.
Using the definition in eq 10, the δ0 value is zero. Therefore,
the key quantity 17∆ in eq 9 is approximately proportional to
17∆ε in eq 8, differing by a factor of ln f.
The calculated wavenumber dependence of the mass-
independent 17∆ε, given in Figure 7b, shows a nearly “normal”
isotopic mass dependence (17∆ε ≈ 0) in the higher-energy region
(J51 000 cm-1) and a minor anomaly in the lower-energy
region. Our calculations in Figure 7b agree with measurements
obtained by using the ArF laser at 193 nm (52 000 cm-1).22 A
Sb lamp covers both the normal and the anomalous regions.
Because a larger absorption cross section of the N2O photolysis
in the normal region, the “anomalous” fractionation may not
be observed in the photolysis with a Sb lamp.22 The convolution
of the N2O absorption cross section with the atmosphere UV
transmission window shows that the peak of atmospheric N2O
photolysis occurs around 200 nm (50 000 cm-1);30 however,
the width of the UV transmission window in the atmosphere
could obscure any anomalous isotopic fractionation.
Conclusions
Building on our previous treatment,7,8 the current calculations
now include fully 3-dimensional ab initio surfaces, as well as a
treatment of the anharmonicity of the experimental ground
electronic potential13 in the vibrational wave functions calculated
by the variational method. In comparison with the von Hessberg
et al. experiment,5 these improvements in the current theory give
better agreement in the absorption cross section in the lower
energy region. It gave notable improvement in fractionation for
the 546 isotopomer and marginal changes for 556 and 456. The
improvement is attributed mainly to the more accurate ab initio
surfaces that have the dependence on the NN-stretching and
some improvement due to anharmonic corrections using the
experimental ground electronic potential.
Quantum yield measurements for wavelengths longer than
200 nm (50 000 cm-1), as well as measurements of the
Figure 7. (a) The three-isotope plot of fractionations 447 vs 448. (b) The wavenumber-dependent 17∆. The experimental data on both plots were
obtained by Ro¨ckmann et al.22 The error bars on panel b indicate the energy range of the Sb lamp emit. The open circles are at the peak intensity
of the emission.
δ ) [([O′][O] )f([O′][O] )i - 1] × 1000‰ (10)
δ ≈ δ0 + ε × ln f (11)
Figure 8. The plot of multi-isotope correlations between the fraction-
ation 448 and the average of the fractionations 456 and 546.
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absorption spectrum for 447 and 448 relative to 446 would be
useful to understand the difference between the absorption
spectra and product yield experimental results. A measurement
of the anomalous isotopic fractionation quantity, 17∆ε, with low
energy (<51 000 cm-1) and narrow bandwidth light sources
would be helpful in the comparison of calculations and
experiment, in seeing whether the N2O photolysis has the
presently calculated slope (0.537), as compared with the
conventional “mass-dependent” value (0.515).
Appendix
The G and F Matrices. The G and F matrices of N1N2O
are defined as in Wilson et al.14 We give it here to identify the
various constants.
The mass of each isotope is available from Lide.31 The
equilibrium NN and NO distances for N2O are 1.1273 and
1.1851 Å, respectively, which have been obtained in the
literature by minimum residual fitting of the rotational and
vibrational spectrum of various isotopomers Teffo and Che´din.13
The force constants for N2O in eq 13 are kNN,NN ) 18.251 aJ/
Å2; kNO,NO ) 11.959 aJ/Å2; kNN,NO ) 1.028 aJ/Å2; and kθ,θ )
0.6659 aJ/rad2.13 The L-matrix is obtained by solving the
eigenvectors of the GF-matrix.14
Harmonic Vibration Wave Functions. For symmetric and
asymmetric stretching, the normalized vibrational wave func-
tions are given by
where Ri ) ωi/p; i equals 1 and 2 for symmetric and asymmetric
stretching, respectively; νi is the vibrational quantum number;
ωi and qi are the vibrational angular frequency and the normal
mode coordinate, respectively; and Hνi(Ri1/2qi) is a Hermite
polynomial. The corresponding vibrational energy for φνi is Eνi
) 2π(νi + 1/2)hωi.
Since the equilibrium structure of N2O in the ground
electronic state is linear, the normalized wave functions of the
degenerate harmonic oscillator are given by
where R3 ) ω3/p; l goes from ν3, ν3 - 2, ν3 - 4 to -ν3;  is
a phase coordinate, ω3 and q3 are the vibrational angular
frequency and the normal mode coordinate for the bending
vibration, respectively; ν3 and l are the vibrational and internal
angular momentum quantum numbers, respectively; and
Lnl (R3q32) is a Laguerre polynomial. The corresponding vibra-
tional energy is Eν3 ) 2π(ν3 + 1)hω3.
The harmonic wave function Φn(0) and energy En(0) can be
expressed as
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